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Up until approximately 1968-69, pinion
cutter-type gear shaping machines had
changed very little since their conception
in the early 1900's. They were bridge-
type cutter head machines, with a table
relieving system to. dear the cutter from
the workpiece on the return, nonproduc-
tive stroke of the cutter spindle, see fig.
L The "modem shapers," introduced in
1968-69, went to a cutter spindle reliev-
ing action compared to the table reliev-
ing movement on the older style ma-
chines. Furthermore, the cutter spindle
(and its moving housing) were mounted
into a robust column, see Fig .. 2.

Modern machines are at least two
times heavier than old style machines of
equal diameter. Theyare also, two to
three times more productive than the old
style machines. This increase in produc-
tivity is directly attributed to the
following:
• rigidity in the machine because of

cutter spindle relief stroking drive
train. This is a much smaller and
constant mass to move, as compared
to the larger mass of the table on the
old style machine. That mass also
varied depending on the size and
weight of the gear being cut and the
fixture,

• stroking rates in the range of 1,.000
to 2,000 strokes per minute made
possible by a cutter spindle relieving
mechanism and hydrostatically
mounted cutter spindle bearing and
guides, Fig. 3.
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• larger cutter spindle diameters with
preportionallyincreased horsepower
of the main drive motor. Example:
20· maximum diameter capacity
modem, machine, with a 3.93·
diameter cutter spindle and 20
horsepower, stroke drive motor; old
style machine, cutter spindle dia-
meter 3.34· and 5.7 horsepower
motor driving the entire machine,
i.e, cutter spindle stroking, rotary
and radial feed change gears, see Fig.
4. Note: Maximum DP rating on this
size machine went from 5 DP for the
old style machine to 3 DP for the
modern machine.

• overall weight of the machine i.n-
creased bya factor of two to three
times. Example: 6' maximum
diameter capacity modem machine,
12,500 lbs.; eld style machine, 4,900
Ibs. This extra weight helps to ab-
sorb the higher cutting Iorces and
reduces vibration.

VVhilethe first generation modem
gear shaping machines were substan-
tially more productive, they were
still limited in flexibility as were 'the
old style machines. For example:

1. A gear shaping machine with a two
inch stroke has a very limited ver-
tical height position (distance above
the work table) in which that two
inch stroke can occur, i.e, normally
only three inches Of less. This defi.-
dency results in the need to supply
thell1ac.hine with a. riser block

Fig. 1- 'Old Style" Gear Sllapers - Work Table
Back-Off System.
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FIg. .2- "Modem" Gear Shapers - Cutter Spindle Back-Ofl System

(spacer mounted between the bed of
themachineand column} to elevate
the maximum stroke height to the
same level as the tallest part to be
cut. Consequently, shorter parts
must be raised up in the special fix-
tures to this predetermined height.
Obviously, riser blocks and built-up
fixtures reduce the desired rigidity of
the machine, and in turn, accura.c.y
.of the cut part and tool life. The cost

forfixturing elements increases
proportionately..

2. Qui,te frequently. shapersare used
for eutting one gear in a duster of
gears, because one or two elements
in the duster must be shaped, i.e.
cutter runout clearance is restricted.
in addition to the shaped gear in th
duster, it would have been advan-
tageous to sna.peanot:ner cluster in
the same setup. However, because of

HEL leAL Gu IDE
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.Fig. 3-HYcWO$latic lubrication of cutter spindle guide and lower bearing
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Single flank testing goes digital.
I

exclusive-this i.nteUigent system rapidly
and ,accurately:
1•Calculates master gear errors.
2. Quantifies single toetb-te-teeth eempes-

ite error, combined pitch vari.ation, com-
binedaocurnulat:ed pitch wnalion, single
fla~k composite error and other :gear
tooth defects

Gleason gives s,ingie, 11
3 ..::~a:!~;u%s::otentialofindivid'UaJ

flank testing,· ,"'brains." .And with oW' system's real time analysis, the
harmonics and side bands of tooth m.eshfre.

With Gleason's 579' G-AGElMAutomatic Data quency ean be obse.rved to let yo 1.1 establish
Analysis System,. ADAS(c~mpatible with. any acceptable peak amplitudes for vari.ous har-
G-AGESingle Flank Tester), test results are monies. That means you can be sure 'of a.
generated di.gitallyand graphJcalJy to :greatly
- reduce data. interpretation time. FeatuJ"-

ing the most sophisticated single flank
software avaUable today-a Gleason

When it comes to pinpointing the causes of
gear vibration, nOise, and tooth damage, .lt's
no secret that single flank measurement
gives you the kmd ot comprehensive data
you sim,ply c,an't get with other forms of
measurement IReliable information about

process errors and the costly scrap and re-
work that: go with it.

But the analog (graphic) results of
si.ngle flank testers can be time consu_mLng
to analyze-even for an expe.rienced opera:-
tor: So single flank testin.g hasn't always been
practical f,orproduction environments.

Until now.TRIlNSM[SSION ERROR
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gear's noise level before it's assembled. In
additi.on, you can evenisolat:e the one' mem-
ber of a production pair that is responsible
for exceeding controls.

Let our brain help your brains be more
productive'. ca~'Gleason's Sales Department
today andarran,ge an incdepth. noobli.gation
consultation about 'our neYi579GcAGE ADAS..

can this, number today.:
('16)4'3,-10001

The Gl.easonWorks,. 1000 University Avenue,
Rochester; N.Y. 1469.2 .
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Cutter Spindle
Rotary Drrve

Radial lnteed Cam

Cutler Plftd1e_
Stroke Orl lie

-

- Back-off Cam
(Table Re/"ef Sys!em)

Work Table Dn ve Tram

Fig. 4 - "Old Style" table relief machines with numerous drive trains necessitated by having a single drive motor.

Gear train lay-out

1 = Main drive motor
stroke drive

2 = Drive motor
rotary feed
rotary power traverse
range of adjustment
1:2000

3, = Drive motor
radial feed
radial power traverse
range of adjustment
1:3000

the different number of teeth, the re-
quired index ratios, and because of
the fixed index change drive trains,
this was not possible with the older
style and first generation spindle
relief machines. Also, the location of
the second gear on the shaft made
it difficult to reach, even with
stacked cutter, i.e. two cutters
mounted to the cutter spindle.

3. Inthe 196()1s, the cutting tool was
not the limitng factor in the cutting
process. Light weight machines w.ith
numerous gear drive 'trams, see
FigA, slow str,oking rates and
general lack of rigidity, made the
machine the limiting factor; not the
tool. The modem first generation
spindle reli.ef shapers in the early
1970's, using conventional M·2 tool
steels, found the tool 'the limiting Iac-
tor; not the machine, In the late
1970'5 and early 198Ors, with the ad-
vent of powdered metal ASP 30 and
60, titanium-nitrided coated cutters,
we found, in many cases, the ma-
chine to be the limiting factor onee
again. New irueed techniques had to
be developed to realize the full.
potential ,of these new tools.

The second generation of the spindle
relief machines added independent wide
speed range, rotary and radial feed DC
servo drives, Fig. 5. The third generation
machines incorporated an automatic cut-
te.r clamping feat-ure and a CNC con-
troller which eliminated index change
gear drive trains. These machine ad-
vanees dealt with the previously men-
Honed limitationsthrought the following
design features, see Fig. 6.
A.. The machine is fitted with a veetieal

adiustable cutter head slide (Z axis)
which alJows vertical positioning of
the entire head, In most cases, riser
blacks and spedall.y elevated work
fixture are not necessary, For exam-
ple, this 2.35" stroke length machine
has anaxiaJ displacement of the cut-
ter head slide (stroking position) of
5.9". Using NC techniques, theposi-
tioning of the cutter head slide is ac-
curate to within a tolerance of
.0008" ,

B. The C and D axes, which required
rotary movement (index ratio) ofthe
cutter spindle and rotary movement
of the work table respectively, are

Fig. 5-SecQI\d generation modem. gear sheper with independent drive 'trains.
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controlled by CNC technique with
rotary 'encoders. There are no index
change gears in the machine. The
resolution of the rotary encoders is
3.6 arc seconds. This design feature
makes it possible to cut two or more
gears m a duster, having different in-
dex ratios, in a single setup. Depen-
ding on the gear data of the cluster
gear, it might be necessary to use
stack mounted cutters. The lead of
both cutters must be the same. A
CNCguide has not yet been devel-
oped, but experimental work is be-
ing done in this area. Fig. 7 shows
two external gear dusters being
shaped in a single setup. CNC
shapers are also perfectly capable of
cutting components having both in-
'lerna! gears (or splines) and external
gears in a single setup.

C Fl1equent1y, duster gears have a tim-
ing requirement between a tooth on
a gear in the duster in relation to
another tooth ana second gear in
the duster .. The useof a CNC con-
trol system makes it possible to meet
these demanding requirements. Fig ..
8 illustrates such an alignment re-
quirement. This automotive trans-
mission component requires a tooth
alignment accuracy between the two
gears of .0008~. The part has been
cut on a CNC shaper, as illustrated
in Fig. 1, achieving an alignment ac-
curacy of .0004'. This accuracy will
be maintained in a production envi-
ronment.

D. Down and up shaping of a compo-
nent is made possible with CNC.
The part configuration illustrated by
Fig. 9' dictates that both the upper
and the lower gear be shaped. To do
this part in a single setup, down and
up shaping is required. The center
section of the component has an
outer diameter larger than the root
diameter of the two gears, There is
also an alignment requirement of the
teeth of the upper gear to the lower
gear. That alignment can be easily
obtained, because the part is cut in
a single setup using keyed cutters.
The relation of the cutter spindle
backoffand cutting stroke direction
is controlled by the CNC unit. When
cutting the upper gear, the cutter
relief occurs on the upward, non-
productive stroke. ln the case of the

42 'Gear Technology

ROTARY MOVEMENT OF CUTTER
SPINDLE
STROKING RATE PER MINUTE OF
'CUTTER SPINDLE
ROTARY MOVEMENT OF WORK TABLE
STROKE LENGTH OF CUTTER SPINDLE
RACIAL INFEED OF CUTTER
AXIAL POSITIONING OF CUTTER
STROKE -L AXIS

CAXIS

'C" AXIS

o AXIS

L AXIS
X AXIS

lAX'S

Fig. ,6- I) Axes CNCgear shaping machine.

{UTTER 60 TEETH

1
12~I'\H_1

GEAR I 20 TEETH
GEAR II 27 TEETH
GEAR J I I 51! TEETH

10 DP, 22 M FACE ..CUTTING TIME tOTAL: 2.SS MINUTES

CUTTER B
CUTTER A

50 TEETH
29 TEETH

'--~.J.H::::J=A
·-LC-i 1% LJ

: I 10 ~ND 12.7 UP. 14 ~~ fACE CUTTING1--1 TIME. TOTAL: 2.511INUTES

r---
1__ -

Fig. 7 - Spur cluster gear cutting in a single set-up.



DP • 1,6,9'
m:l .5 t=44 h:ecth)

Tooth Locat,ioo Deviation

FACE 20MM
TOTAL CUTTING TIME: ~ MIN.

Fi8. 8- Helical cluster gear cutting with a tooth location requirement.

8/10 DP, 1.2" pitch dia., .4" face, 9 teeth cutters
38 teeeh, 6" dia. - total flccr-io-Ilccrcutung time
1.05 minutes,

Fig. 9'- Down and up shaping of a cluster gear in a single set-up.

[ower gear, the 'cutter relie.f action
occurs in the downward stroke,

E., A total, CNC gear shaping machlne
has fully independent, short and
rigid drive trains, i.e .. radial feed,
rotary feed and cutter spindJe strok-
ing (for kinematic drawing, see Fig.
10.) Independent drive trains with
wide speed range DC servo motors,
i.e. 1-3,000 RPM,permit a new cut-
ting technique called CCP (Con-
trolled Cutting Process), The con-
ventional cutting technique produces
a chip with a considerable' difference
in thickness from the leading to trail-
ing flanks of the cutter, see Fig. 11.
This type of 'chip formation leads to
a "bummg back" 'of the leading
flanks, especially the leading flank
tooth tip of thecutter. That cutter
edge deterioration occurs long before
thetrai1ilng flanks and Itips show
signs of wear. The CCPcuUmg pro-
cess produces a chip, with a unif·onn
thickness and wear land frem the
leading to the trailing flanks of the
cutter. The CCP technique uses ex-
tr,emely high rO'tary feeds and
matching r-adial feeds Ito' suit the
workpiece and cuUer geometry ..This
more uniform chip thickness Iorraa-
Hon increases cutter life by as much
as 100% and reduces cutting time in
the range of 50% to 100%. Inaddi-
tion, better gear quality is achieved
with a superior surface finish. In
qui'tea few eases, subsequent
finishing operations such as shaving,
can be eliminated. (See Table I)

f. The CNC controller allows for a
programmable, constantly r'educing
radial infeed. Higher radial ilnleeds
can be tolerated whenthe cutter first
enters the workp~ace, i.e. the .first
cut, Chip loading is slight and iln-
creases progressively as the cutter
works its w.ay into the depth ..As the
'chip load increases, the radial infeed
is progressively reduced, The fadors
considered when cakulati1\g the
reduction in radial: infeed are
diametral pitch, pressure angle,
diameter of the workpiece, diameter
of the cutter and whether the' part is
an in't,ema] or externalgear,

G. Machine down time. wh ther it be
in a. transferllne situation, iii flexible
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Workpiece Machine Setting Conventional CCP

V VV V VV
No. of Teeth: 46

Normal module 4.2 DP 6mm Stro'kes per Minute 180 2x450 180 500

Helix Angle: 0° Cutting Speed __ rn/min 33 2 X 82 33 91

Face Width: 1.96" 50mm Rotary Feed _ mm/stroke 0.75 0.75/0.5 4.710 3.770
,

Material: CK45 Radial Feed __ mm/stroke 0.05 0.05/0.01 0.006 0.005

Tensile strength: 190-210 Brinel! Cutter life approx.15 parts approx. 36 parts

Cutter life Increased by more than 100 %

Workpiece Machine Setting Conventional CCP

"V "V "V "V "V"V
No. of Teeth: 46

Normal module 4.2 DP 6mm Strokes per Minute 180 2x450 180 500

Helix Angle: 0° Cutting Speed __ m/min , 33 2 x 82 33 91

Face Width: 1.96" 50mm Rotary Feed _ mm/stroke 0.5 0.5/0.5 4.710 3.770

Material: CK45 Radial Feed __ mm/stroke I 0.03 0.03/0.005 0.006 0.005

Tensile strength: 190-210 Brinell Cutting Time __ minutes 20.0 14.2

TABLE II

TWo production examples of gear shaping to preshave conditions:

ApPI'ox. 30 % Increue In output.

machining cell or a job shop, must
be avoided. Semiautomatic and fully
automatic cutter change techniques
have been developed to help reduce
idle items. Fig. 12A and 12B show
how a shaper cutter, mounted to an
adapter, is automatically clamped
concentric to the cutter spindle.
Concentricity is held to .0002 w or
better, This reduces cutter mounting
radial runout error and the part's ac-
cumulated pitch errors as the result
of that cutter runout. Cutter change,
because ,of a new setup or tool wear,
can be accomplished in a matter of
seconds, Fig. 13A and 138. The
CNC controls are programmed prior
to the cutter change, so that down
time is kept to a minimum. Anax-
ial moving cutter head slide or cut-

ter spindle (Z axis) is needed to
automatically compensate for the
new stroke height position. The in-
feed control (X axis) is needed to
automatically compensate for cutter
diameter change and the necessary
infeed depth change. Cutting tools
must be accurately measured after
sharpening to obtain new X and Z
axes tool eff-set positions. A special
measuring instrument is used to
make these measurements. Such a
measurement of the tool and elec-
tronic positioning of the X axis (in-
f,eed) slide to. an acurracy of +/ -
.000040·, assures the "holding of
size," i.e .. pin dimensions. It is not
necessary to verify size by making
an overpin dimension check after
each tool change.

The addition of a CNC gauging unit
at a station of an automatic part loading
and un]oading system enables the CNC
shaper to function fully independent of
operator attention ..This in-process gaug-
ing and compensation unit carries out the
following measurements and dictates re-
quired machine setting changes:
.• measures gear runout error
• average center distance error
• a trend calculation SPC

(statistical process control for,. let's
say, 10 partl) is established from the
measured values of the average cen-
ter distance. A new X axis radial
position is calculated from the
analyzed data, and the CNC shaper
control directs and sets the new X
axis position. If tolerances are still
exceeded, then a tool change can be

44 Gear Technol'ogy
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DC Motor
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FIg. 10- Kinemat ic drawing of gear drive train of a CNC gear shaper,

CCP Conttorred' Cutltllg Process

Trail "'~ rl,,"~

Con'fMlIloN!l'IPI'_M;
O>,ps from lead,ng
~"d 1181hng ftani<s
dINer cons!Clerably III
'Ihaneu

'CCJO:
The drHerenc In Ihe
Ihlc~ness 01' chIPs 'rom
11'1 leading and, tr.,l'ng
'tan~s IS reduced

Fig. U -New .InfeedTechnique - CCP Controlled Cutting Process,

Fig. 12A - Automatic damping of cutter and
adapt, t to the cutter spindle.

iFig. 12B-Cutler adapter 'With ball cage for con-
centric location of cutter to cutter 'spindle.

called tor. 1f, after the tool change,
the prescribed tolerance is still ex.-
eeeded, the CNe controller can send
out a fault signal requesting opera-
tor/setup man assistance.

Measurements are made by means of
a ball-type probe plunged into a tooth
gap. Initial calibration of the measuring
head is done with a calibration master
gear, Measuring time per tooth is about
one second.

It is fashionable in manufacturing
discussions today 'to use theabbrev:ia.ti.on
Fl'v{C(flexible manufacturing cells) and
FMS (flexible machine systems). Those
abbreviations are also commonly used
with such comments as just-in-time
manufacturing (inventory), zero setup
time and autoloading of parts, fixtures
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1. eNC Gew Shopong "'tell,..
2. Shapw Cufter Wllh Miounl.!Jtg ~ ...
3. PiCk iI/'IO IPltal LOiI!d'It'Ann
• Culler SI<>r_ Magu .... RUl\i
5. .!lrive M"lor ·IorChango,
6 M~ri. R1rig rOt Wi;lfkpHltB

Fig. 13A &. B - Automatic cutter changing unitwith
storage for 3 cutters.

and tools, The conventional first and
second generation modern gear shaping
machines are, most likely, not suitable
for an FMS or FMC system. Many
manufacturers say the state-of-the-art
gear shaping machine is not ready for in-
stallation in an fMS or FMC manufac-
turing technique. Most certainly, the
third generation spindle relief CNC gear
shapers can, indeed, fuHiIl all design
parameters needed for installation in an
FMS and FMC applications, namely
because ofthei.r special fe.atures, i.e.:
• zero setup time - automatic

machine setup
- too] offset compensation
• fully automatic fixture change
- fully automatic tool change
-gear cutting flexibility - multiple

gear cuttings per setup, i.e. duster
gears

• integration of a CNC post process
gaugingunittothe CNC control of
the shaper

46 Gear Technology
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